## ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP 2017-18

### HUMANITIES
- Andrews, Edna
- Goodacre, Mark
- Lieber, Laura
- Rodríguez-Garcia, José María
- Sosin, Joshua
  - * González, José
  - * Jaji, Tsitsi
  - * Rojas, Carlos
  - * Szabo, Victoria
+ Janan, Micaela
  - McAuliffe, Jody, ALT

### PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
- Farsiu, Sina
- Glass, Jeffrey
- Izatt, Joseph
- Jokerst, Nan
- Virgin, Lawrence
  - * Cummer, Steven
  - * Franzoni, Linda
  - * Gunsch, Claudia
  - * Henriquez, Craig
  - * Wolf, Patrick
    - Brooke, Martin, ALT

### SOCIAL SCIENCES
- Feaver, Peter
- Haynie, Kerry
- Keister, Lisa
- Royal, Charmaine
  - * Baker, Lee
  - * Becker, Charlie
  - * Day, Ruth
  - * Janiak, Andrew
  - * Rosenberg, Alex
    - ALT, none

### NICHOLAS SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
- Bennear, Lori
- Johnson, Timothy
- Klein, Emily
- Zhang, Jim
  - * Halpin, Pat
  - * Rittschof, Daniel
  - * Weinthal, Erika
    - Kasibhatla, Prasad, ALT

### NATURAL SCIENCES
- Bass, Steffen
- Boyer, Doug
- Broverman, Sherryl
- Pei, Zhen-Ming
- Springer, Roxanne
  - * Schmitt, Daniel
  - * Socolar, Josh
  - * West, Mike
  - * Williams, Christina
  - * Wright, Justin
    - Roy, Christopher, ALT

### SCHOOL OF LAW
- Foster, Andrew
- Jones, Trina
- Metzloff, Tom
- Miller, Darrell
  - * Cox, Jim
  - * Schmalbeck, Richard
  - * Zelenak, Larry
    - Beale, Sara, ALT

### DIVINITY SCHOOL
- Davis, Ellen
- Rowe, Kavin
- Wagner, J. Ross
  - * Hall, Amy Laura
+ Conklin-Miller, Jeffrey
  - ALT, none

### SCHOOL OF NURSING
- Bowers, Margaret
- Brandon, Debra
- Simmons, Leigh Ann
  - * Corazzini, Kirsten
  - * Docherty, Sharron
  - * Noonan, Devon
  - * Schneider, Susan
    - Carter, Devon, ALT

### SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
- Arlotto, Alessandro
- Fitzsimons, Grainne
- McDevitt, Ryan
- Robinson, David
- Schipper, Katherine
  - * Edell, Julie
  - * Linville, Patricia
  - * Pecek, Alekksandar
  - * Desai, Preyas
  - * Venkatachalam, Mohan
    - Purohit, Debu, ALT

### FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
- Arlotto, Alessandro
- Fitzsimons, Grainne
- McDevitt, Ryan
- Robinson, David
- Schipper, Katherine
  - * Edell, Julie
  - * Linville, Patricia
  - * Pecek, Aleksandar
  - * Desai, Preyas
  - * Venkatachalam, Mohan
    - Purohit, Debu, ALT

### SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
- Cohen, Harvey
- Rosoff, Philip
- Shaughnessy, Michael
- Tong, Betty
- Woods, Chris
  + Brady, Carla
  - * Andolsek, Kathy
  - * Clements, Dennis
  - * Onken, Jane
    - * Shortell, Cynthia
      - Sampson, John, ALT

### DIVINITY SCHOOL
- Davis, Ellen
- Rowe, Kavin
- Wagner, J. Ross
  - * Hall, Amy Laura
+ Conklin-Miller, Jeffrey
  - ALT, none

- # Elected in spring 2017 for a two-year term
- * Elected in spring 2016 for a two-year term
- + Elected in spring 2017 for a one-year term

### EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
- Don Taylor, Chair, 2017-19
- Sally Kornbluth, Provost
- Vince Price, President